
DISCOURSE AT PLAY:

CONSTRUCTION AND PROFESSIONALISM 

OF VIDEO-BASED GAME REVIEWS

Views Likes Dislikes Comments

Model fit F(2,141)=4.05 F(2,141)=5.27 F(2,141)=7.14 F(2,141)=2.82

R2=.05* R2=.07** R2=.09*** R2=.04~

High-art 

discourse index

.19* .22** .29*** n.s.

Popular aesthetic 

discourse index

n.s. .14~ n.s. .18*

Note: standardized regression coefficients (β) are shown for each predictor. 

***: p<.001, **: p<.01, *: p<.05, ~: p<.10.

THE GOAL: Use what we know about how media criticism is constructed

on traditional media in written form to learn about how YouTube creators are

discussing and evaluating video games. Research questions:

1. How do online video game reviews on YouTube fit within the (traditional)

professional critic and consumer review dichotomy?

2. How do the professional/consumer nature and other characteristics of

reviews affect their evaluation by and engagement from the audience?
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THE METHOD: A quantitative content analysis on (N=)150 videos posted on YouTube that purported to

review games released in 2016 and 2017.

Sampling: 100 near-randomly selected games from this period were used to generate search terms (e.g.

“Prey review”). YouTube Data Tools was used to catalogue 3,362 videos and metadata, leading to a final

random sample of 150 videos.

Coding: All videos were coded for their use of discourse items translated from Verboord (2014). Certain

items (e.g. relating to director) were changed to fit the new target medium and review medium. Video

production items were also coded (e.g. visibility of microphone, green screen, editing). This information was

combined with logged engagement metadata.

Analysis: Data were factor-analyzed (PCA with oblique rotation forcing two factors) to determine the fit of

discursive items in game review videos. Linear regressions tested effects of discourse on engagement.

THE FRAMEWORK: Professional 

reviewers employ interpretative high-art 

discourse in written form when discussing 

traditional media, while ‘amateur’ critics 

focus on experiential popular aesthetic

ways of discussing media. The current 

context (see left) changes these styles.

THE RESULTS: Reviewers could be distinguished in ways that closely follow professional reviewers in 

traditional media, for example by offering interpretations of games. On the other hand, reviewers do not 

really behave in the same patterns that amateur or novice critics of traditional media do (see table on right).

More high-art discursive styles were found for videos posted by reviewers with more experience (in number 

of other videos posted on the channel) and when the quality of editing was higher. The same was not true 

for popular aesthetic discursive styles. High-art discursive styles also predicted higher views, likes, and 

dislikes (see table above). 

Numerical grades or star ratings were given in 43% of the reviews. Reviews that were coded as positive in 

valence used less high-art (t(142)=-2.35, p=.020) and less popular aesthetic discursive elements (t(142)=-

2.08, p=.039) than reviews that were either coded negative or neutral. Reviews with a grade were posted by 

channels with more experience (t(87.0)=2.56, p=.012) than reviews without a grade. 
THE FINAL VERDICT: YouTube creators are behaving like

professional critics of older media to a significant degree. While old ways

of determining critics’ institutionalization no longer apply, reviewers with

more experience discuss games roughly like traditional critics discuss

films and books. This behavior generates more viewer engagement as

well.

Games are a rich medium in terms of the experiences they can offer

consumers, and their discussion on popular social media channels is

showing signs of growing into a new type of discourse that builds up from

prior cultural hierarchies without being dependent on them.

Item Prevalence High-Art 

factor 

loading

Popular 

Aesthetic 

factor 

loading

High-Art discourse items
HA1: Mix Positive / Negative Statements* 59% .54
HA2: Game is interpreted* 25% .62
HA3: Discussion of game in terms of intelligence* 57% .61
HA4: Mentioning of developer 35%
HA5: Discussion of performance of developer* 34% .52
HA6: Comparison of other games* 67% .54
HA7: Discussion of form aspects* 78% .54
HA8: Positive discussion of game in terms of 

innovation*
28% .53

HA9: Expression of anti-entertainment sentiment n.a. n.a. n.a.
HA10: Positive reference to institutional expertise 3%
HA11: Usage of high-art terms† 7% .34 -.37
HA12: Usage of critical terms* 34% .53
HA13: Usage of words signaling knowledge of 

institutional hierarchy*
4% .38

HA14: Usage of words referring to author theory n.a. n.a. n.a.
HA15: Usage of words signaling subtlety* 10% .34

Popular Aesthetic discourse items
PA1: User orientation 69%
PA2: Reference to own playing experience† 93% .64
PA3: Reference to own expectations* 35% .35 .32
PA4: Practical advice/remarks† 42% .40
PA5: Mentioning of voice actors† 4% .32 .34
PA6: Discussion of performance of voice actors† 12% .32
PA7: Discussion of game in terms of 

authenticity/credibility/consistency*
77% .65

PA8: Negative stance towards art / innovation 1%
PA9: Expression pro-entertainment 36%
PA10: Negative reference to institutional expertise 1%
PA11: Directly addressing the reader† 59% .55
PA12: Directly addressing the developer 3%
PA13: Breaching language norms† 30% .40
PA14: Usage of first person perspective† 93% .72
PA15: Usage of words signaling lack of subtlety  56%
Note: Rotated factor loadings above .30 are shown. *: Item included in high-art discourse index 

(Cronbach’s α = .76). †: Item included in popular aesthetic discourse index (Cronbach’s α = .50).

(              )
THE CONTEXTTHE CONTEXT
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